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Abstract: The present paper aims to highlight the risk management strategies associated in any organization.  The risk 
management strategy can be of different kinds which plays important roles in gaining the profit ratio and avoid the risk for 
smooth running of organization. Hence in the present study, each components of the risk management is briefly discussed along 
with the role of emerging techniques of information science to keep updated the risk management process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Various experts had expressed numerous outcomes for the Risk, and some revolve around a selected business condition, even when 
others have a continually non-selective meaning of Risk [1-4]. The sufficiently well-known importance of risks in the context of the 
state of the organization can be described as a phenomenon in which the likelihood of a merger may create a risk, which may be 
unique due to the likelihood of a threat occurring [2].  Additionally, Oxford's English expression of reference defines Risk as "A 
condition that encapsulates the preface to the threat" or "The  for something bad or unpleasant to happen." [2,4]. According to 
Poudyal Chhetri (2003),[2] offers a condition of imminent Risk, which is "risk = deficiency + damage". There is no longer critical in 
terms of conditions and that an equivalent state of affairs can typically be used to visualize and recognize the Risk. In any case, the 
Risk must now be resolved backwards with the membership peak that influences a lot. For example, a slight obsession can be 
described as "the scattering cluster of the solid secondary results of the flexible chain, its and its excited qualities". Others 
continually summarize the consequences of the threat.  Before we can select a management installation, we must understand the 
occasion. An affiliate must go through three steps before selecting the excellent risk control method to use. Since hazard 
management can use many sources, explanations, and rules must be established before guiding hazard management. The three 
fragments are  

A. Recognizable probability test: enrollment must begin by analyzing all activities susceptible to the skill. Also, they can use a risk 
assessment device to find out the possible threat that could occur  

B. Evaluation of possible fortuitous occasions: although the membership perceived the Risk, predicts it should no longer neglect 
the damage of ability that they should cause. Ultimately, randomness is vital for an association not to be forgotten because it 
will help shape and train any important case management method. 

C. Develop a well-informed response to the occasion of Risk  
D. After the Risk has been practiced and disaggregated, membership can begin to choose which resources must conquer what 

many would consider possible or ruin the occasion of Risk. 
 

II. ADDRESSING THE SOURCES OF RISK: 
Once an associate has identified unexpected opportunities that may occur, they must be aware of all their sources to choose the Risk 
that will be addressed first [2,4]. Most associations can also have a limited level of resources and can cope with each of the two 
activities. If many dangerous activities occur, this includes figuring out what to limit. It advises the institutions not to forget the 
impact that the possibility of a liquidity-related affiliation can have and expose the benefits, concentrating all their activities to 
postpone the risks first. 
The intention is risk management, and its negative result can have real effects for an affiliation. However, nobody will guarantee the 
execution of the movement. It gives the importance of an affiliate who manages threat manipulation [4-6]. 
There are some unique structures and considerations that allow forming an occasion that we need to be aware of while limiting the 
organization. One of the maximum complete systems for the company at Risk is the photo of opportunities and effects. This module 
tracks risks, changes and unanswered questions and measures the likelihood of such opportunities occurring and the severity they 
face [2,7].  
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III. TECHNIQUES 
Furthermore, there are some specific techniques to explain which threatening event should be assessed. Risk properties can also be 
distinguished using excellent income frameworks. For companies that want to acquire a versatile approach to the threat that 
gradually take what they want, they may need a broad and varied approach. It is due to the data that we can choose exciting qualities 
depending on the activities and the importance of the desires of the relationship and curious partners. It has several similarities to an 
accounting option; however, it offers a slow, dynamic and creative approach to controlling the representation of the parties in an 
attempt to use Risk. There are some corrections to this method, along with a pocket diagram, a choice scheme, a significant 
employer for infertility and an excessive risk model [8]. The final framework to make sure the case is prepared is the use of 
quantitative trends and techniques.  The fundamental clarification that a commercial company will use a quantitative risk method is 
that it is an extraordinarily cautious technique that expects almost nothing, nothing, changes and alterations (Hopkinson et al., 
2008). It recommends maintaining a quantitative threat approach for organizations that wish to organize hazards competently, with 
reduced charges and the use of an inconsistent percentage of activities that can be moderately ordinary. The process of risk 
management cannot be under estimated in any organization which is considered to be the basic entity for functioning of organization 
[9,10].   
When the Risk is sufficiently organized, it should also be studied thoroughly. There are some risk assessment techniques, and 
simple threat assessment strategies are quantitative hazard assessment and comparative hazard assessment.  
 

IV. COMPETITIVE RISK ANALYSIS 
Also, comparative risk analysis is becoming the preferred risk assessment technique for some groups around the world [2,8]. It is 
due to the truth that a comparative risk assessment has become effective and complete and offers the subtleties and reality of a 
casual. Also, a comparative probability assessment incorporates recognition of the maximum legitimate Risk before verifying other 
threatening events [11-13].  
Furthermore, there may be another approach to perceived threats. It takes advantage of the Inventive Adaptive Threat Assessment 
(CORE) structure. It is a tool created through Microsoft and Arthur Anderson to allow a business company to detect, examine and 
prevent any risky possibilities [2].  
The tool recognizes a total of nineteen random elements and describes them in 4 distinctive subgroups; foundation, organizational 
checks, checks and business associations. It offers participants the excellent chance, as each company can increase the importance of 
each topic considering its importance for the daily physical games of the complicit groups. 
Most risk assessment strategies and methods share a standard theme, in particular by comparing the possibility and impact of 
imaginable risk activities that could arise and have an impact on the daily activities of an affiliation. It provides the importance of 
threat assessment and why it is a basic set that a risk manager should be able to use [2,8,13] 
Additionally, there may be another element to consider when developing a threat management method, which is the person and 
individual of the principal. Some managers will follow the usual techniques and will not perceive the warnings of others, which also 
suggests that they will no longer follow a neglected risk management strategy, regardless of whether it is fruitful step by step. 
After an affiliation has completed the 3 phases mentioned above, to perceive the test, compare and improve a reaction, they will 
have to keep with the fourth step.  The final segment is choosing and updating the accepted hazard method, which has changed to 
chosen in the three phases mentioned above, beyond what many might think of conceiving or ruining the potential threat event. 

V. RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
A Risk Management Strategy "specializes in perceiving and analyzing the possibilities and outcomes of hazards and in choosing 
appropriate strategies to reduce the likelihood of episodes associated with hostile events. Risk reduction focuses on reducing the 
effects of if a risky event is observed. Although there are many threat management strategies, some of which generally depend on 
conditions, there are three critical techniques for controlling capabilities. 

VI. THE AVOIDANCE STRATEGY 
The fundamental type is the point at which an affiliation will attempt to reduce the possibility of an identical or near zero chance of 
a risk occurring, which may be regular due to conditions. The second type of evasion strategy is the point where an association tries 
to deal with the risk event.   
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VII. PROTECTION STRATEGY 
A risk control security method that aims to limit the threat of events that occur. It is essentially the same as the circumvention 
strategy, despite the data that everyone sees how a risk event will occur and is more effective in stabilizing the association since any 
effect that can cause the threat occasion can be incredibly standard. Updating a security strategy should be feasible in various ways, 
by consolidating personal frameworks with neighboring governments, proactively maintaining suggestions or ensuring the security 
and internal benefits of joining. 

VIII. VERIFY / SHARE / MOVE 
This strategy can appear as a vertical commitment. It increases the potential of a pioneer within an association to control various 
procedures, auxiliary strategies and choices. Having an apparent logical authority over an affiliate's daily activities can help limit the 
likelihood and effect of the threat. It can help spread the Risk through various activities and, in this sense, reduce the severity of the 
threatening event. However, the crucial elements for gradual dazzling manipulation can also cause the need for a visible union  
which can be difficult for associations to achieve. 

IX. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION 
If the threat occasion dramatically ruins an association and is considered a "high threat", a company should plan to use an intelligent 
approach suggests that it would be better as it would limit or completely exhaust such possibility to occur. In any case, this could be 
very expensive for the part and many resources for the buyer. On the other hand, if the fortuitous event affects the experience of an 
organization to a limited extent and is visible as a "particularly guaranteed" event, an approach to security could be consistently 
valid as it will guarantee sources and associative activities organization of the hazard event. The development of new models based 
on advanced management tools can help in providing additional safety and security to gain more protection. 
Developing the right method of managing the maximum opportunities to be used can be quite an activity for any manager. The 
supervisor chooses a missing risk management technique.   One of the most crucial parts that can influence the selection of which 
threat technique to look for is the severity of the possibility [14-16]. The use of management information system is reported to 
benefit the organization to forecast the risk management hence the multi-national organization and companies are setting up 
management information system to predict and overcome the financial loses [17]. Further, the disaster recovery planning can also 
associate with organization to plan the protocols which can help to prevent financial losses at larger extend as per the recent report 
published by Dineskumar, 2020 [18]. 

 
X. CONCLUSION 

There are some steps that a supervisor wants to take to perform a risk management method properly. One of the crucial maximum 
snapshots of this system is to give enough centrality to look at and examine the Risk so that we can choose a quick and reasonable 
strategy.  
Similarly, the threat officer should attempt to use a guided technique to get the most out of models, undertake any risky activities 
that may arise and expand a vital crisis development path to address those opportunities. However, due to some parts, which consist 
of limited sources, it is generally not possible for a company to perform the task. In this situation, they should focus on a 
management approach that limits the effects of the risks. Most of the random activities can be considered with a weighted 
connection and an evaluation. In any case, it is possible to make a passage to limit the consequences of the occasion that will occur. 
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